3.1.6. VeRESEARCH
Research is the foundation of Veritaseum. The company was birthed to allow others to benefit from the
forensic analysis conducted by the founder and analysts who published highly respected opinions over 13
years before the formation of Veritaseum. Today, analytical reports on digital assets and economic views
are available on the VeADIR for users to review and make their own determinations about different
products. We also produce deep dive research reports that users can obtain by using the VERI.
Select VeResearch from the Menu. There are numerous reports to choose from. You can scroll through
and click on OPEN to review the one you would like.

Or, you can click on the search icon in the upper right to search by name of the company or keywords.
We searched for oil in this example and six reports on that topic came up.
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Our extensive reports can be obtained for VERI as mentioned before. Most of the report can be viewed
without the valuation for free. By using VERI you can obtain the full report including the valuations. To
Buy the Valuation simply select the report you would like and click on Buy Valuation. In this case, we are
obtaining the Populous report.

You will see a message as to who to contact to get the number of VERI needed to obtain the report.
Once you agree and submit your VERI and the TX hash, the full report will be emailed to you.
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3.1.7 VERITIZATION
Qualified companies and projects can be tokenized on the VeADIR, a process also known as Veritization.
If you want to veritize your project through this custom process, please email
Eleanor.Reid@veritaseum.com to submit a summary of your project including key players, your target
market and the amount you are seeking to raise. A business plan executive summary will suffice as a first
step. You should receive an acknowledgement within 24 hours during the business week that includes a
timeline for our review and response, if not immediate.
If we take on your project, we will conduct a detailed analysis and provide a valuation of your project for a
prescribed fee. As a part of that analysis, we will work with you to determine the best way forward to
achieve your objectives. If you agree, we will implement the veritization process and release the tokens
through the VeADIR, targeting the markets you’ve identified and providing access to all jurisdictions with
legal access to the tokens.
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